
VISUAL ARTS DEPARTMENT

ASSESSMENT OUTLINE- GRADE 8

ASSESSMENT 1 TERM 1 TOPIC TASK OBJECTIVE
Week 1-3 Art criticism Conduct a critique of

the work of art of a
20th century master

Develop students
understanding and ability
to critique art

Week 4-5 Art Movements Create a poster on a
given art movement

Familiarize students with
the different art
movements

Week 6 Painting Create a pastiche of a
master painter

Develop student’s skill in
reproducing art

ASSESSMENT 2 TERM 1 TOPIC TASK OBJECTIVE
Week 7-8 Mixed Media Create a collage from

given theme through the
combination of a variety
of media

Develop understanding
and skill in the use of
different media in the
design process

Week 9-10 Perspective Produce a one point
perspective of a road

Be able to understand
and use perspective to
create distance

Week 11-12 Perspective Produce a 2 point
perspective of a building

Use perspective in
building construction



ASSESSMENT 3 TERM 2 TOPIC TASK OBJECTIVE
Week 1-3 Figure drawing Draw a figure of a

cartoon character
Explore the use of lines
in drawing figures

Week 3-7 Graphic Design Design a logo Explore the use of
graphic design in society

Week 7-11 Product Design Create a original
product

Become familiar with
the role of art in product
design

ASSESSMENT 4 TERM 3 TOPIC TASK OBJECTIVE
Week 1-3 Graphic design Create a event poster Utilize graphic design

for commercial art
Week 4-8 Print making Produce a printed fabric

using a print making
technique

Use motifs and prints in
a creative way

Week 8-12 Surface Decoration Create a item using
weaving techniques

Be able to manipulate
fibers and create a piece
of art



VISUAL ARTS DEPARTMENT

ASSESSMENT OUTLINE- GRADE 10

Assessment 1 September –October

Topic: Drawing

Task: Create a drawing from the theme nature

Objective: Demonstrate understanding of the principles of drawing

Topic: Still life drawing

Task: Create a still life drawing from observation

Objective: Develop observational drawing skills

Topic: Still life drawing

Task: Create a still life drawing with the use of pencil crayons

Objective: Develop observational drawing skills and use to color



Assessment 2 November- December

Topic: Painting techniques

Task: Create a experimental painting

Objective: Facilitate exploration of painting mediums and techniques

Topic: Collage

Task: Create a collage using paper

Objective: Explore techniques and materials in art creation

Topic: Painting

Task: Create a mixed media painting

Objective: Demostrate understanding of combining different art medium and techniques

Assessment 3 Janauary-March

Topic: Surface decoration

Task: Use one tye and dye technique to create a table cloth

Objective: Familarize students with different surface decoration



Topic: Surface decoration

Task: Create a screen printing from a motif

Objective: Exploration of different fabric decoration techniques

Topic: Surface decoration

Task: Construct an applique piece

Objective: Explore a method of fabric manipulation

Assessment 4 April-June

Topic: Graphics and communication

Task: Design a Logo,Letterhead and business card

Objective: Develop skills in creation of art for the business sector

Topic: Graphics and communication

Task: Design a poster

Objetive: Explore the role of art as a communication tools



Topic: Graphics and commuication

Task: Design a Calender

Objective: Explore ways in which art is used in Graphics, communication and advertising


